
Classworks Quickly Impacts Student Growth 

In a recent study, students using Classworks experienced substantial 
growth in BOTH reading and mathematics in grades 1-8. The Classworks 
study examined the impact of Classworks tiered intervention program 
on Renaissance® Star Reading and Math Assessment scores from 
fall 2019 to winter 2020. In just one short semester, students using 
Classworks experienced tremendous growth!

Classworks Users Outperform their Peers

Students who used Classworks averaged 15% more growth on the Star 
Math assessment than students who did not use the program–across all 
grades! In addition, Classworks students averaged 9% more growth on 
the Star Reading assessment than non-Classworks users. 

Classworks® Shows Tremendous Impact in One Semester

Study Background

Study period: Fall 2019 
to Winter 2020

Students evaluated 
(math): 28,682

Students evaluated (reading): 35,952

School districts: 44

Grades evaluated: 1 - 8

Students represent diverse 
populations
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Combatting the COVID Slide 
Students in grades 3-5 who used Classworks experienced an average of 11% more growth from fall to winter 
on their Renaissance Star Math assessment than their peers. This is particularly important in light of the 
recent NWEA® research on the impact of school closures on student achievement. The research reveals that, 
particulary for math in grades 3 -5, students are projected to lose anywhere from half to all of their academic 
growth from the last year, compared to normal student growth. Classworks helps students catch up quickly and 
accelerates their path to grade-level pro iciency.



Higher Mastery Leads to Double the Growth!

Classworks recommends a goal of 80% mastery on assignments to maximize the growth for students. The 
proof is in the data! Classworks students who averaged an 80% or higher on activities averaged 26% more 
growth on the Star Math assessment and 23% more growth on the Star Reading assessment across all 
grades. That’s why Classworks professional learning focuses on using real-time data to make instructional 
adjustments that help students achieve higher mastery! 

About the study

The purpose of this study was to analyze the impact of Classworks instruction on students who took the 
Renaissance Star Reading® and Math® assessments. Star assessments provide benchmarks which indicate 
the minimum performance levels required in order to meet end-of-year goals. The results demonstrate 
the significant positive effect of Classworks individualized intervention on student growth.

*NWEA Research Study, The COVID Slide, published April 2020 by Dr. Megan Kuhfeld and Dr. Beth Tarasawa.
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https://www.nwea.org/content/uploads/2020/04/Collaborative-Brief_Covid19-Slide-APR20.pdf

